
“Explore” Angled Pockets
Traveler’s Notebook spread 

All Boy Collection
by Lydia Cost

echo park paper co.

SUPPLIES:
* All Boy Collection Kit
* All Boy “Play All Day” Patterned Paper
* All Boy “Swimming Sharks” Patterned  
Paper
* All Boy “Race Car Lanes” Patterned * All Boy “Race Car Lanes” Patterned 
Paper
* All Boy “All Star” Patterned Paper
* All Boy Element Stickers
* All Boy Chipboard Accents
* All Boy Frames & Tags
* All Boy Puffy Stickers
* All Boy Sticker Book* All Boy Sticker Book
* Sewing Machine
* Paper Trimmer
* Pencil
* Double-Sided Adhesive

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Measure out the size of your TN notebook page; EP’s pages are 8 ¼” x 4 5/8”.
2. Choose 4 pieces of patterned paper and cut to these sizes each; 8 1/8” x 4 ½”, 8” x 4 3/8” , 5 ½” x 4 
¼”, 3” x 4 1/8”.  Adjust according to your size of TN page.
3. Use a paper trimmer to cut the top of 3 of the pieces at an alternating 30 degree angle.  This does 
not need to be precise, as it looks great with different heights and angles as well!
4.4. Each sheet should layer on top of one another, descending in size, so that you can see a small 
border on each one to display stitching.
5. Starting with the largest paper that has a trimmed angle, layer it on top of the full patterned paper.  
Stitch the left, bottom, and right sides to create a pocket.
6. Repeat step 5 with each descending size of angled pockets, aligning it in the center of the previous 
pocket down the page.
7.7. After you’ve stitched all your pockets on, apply some double-sided adhesive to the back of your 
cascading pocket page, and adhere it to your TN page.
8. Add your photos, journaling, or tags inside the pockets.
9. Place photos and embellishments on the blank page of your TN insert to create a nished TN 
spread!
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